DIANE HUBKA

press quotes
ALL MUSIC GUIDE - "one of the top jazz vocalists of her generation."
ALL ABOUT VOCALS - " Hubka has an unaffected style that feels honest and
organic. She truly conveys the story of the lyric."
Arnaldo DeSouteiro, JAZZ STATION RECORDS, BRAZIL - "Diane is her own
woman and approaches each of the songs with strong personality."
EASTWIND IMPORT - "Hubka dazzled the Japanese audience with her
intelligent improvisations, understated emotions and energy."
JUST JAZZ GUITAR - "If your toes aren't tapping here you've got a
problem..."
LA JAZZ SCENE - "Singer/guitarist Diane Hubka and guitarist Pat Kelley
make lovely music, especially in this intimate atmosphere."

LOS ANGELES TIMES -"The sweet-toned timbres of Hubka's voice and the
coolly articulate qualities of her interpretations were precisely right for a program that moved easily from whimsical Bob Dorough
tunes to standards and bossa novas."
ALL ABOUT JAZZ - "The bass lines and chords of Hubka’s guitar are clear and flowing, and she conveys the emotion behind
the heartwarming lyrics."
NEW YORK SHEET MUSIC SOCIETY- "There is much of the quality and sound of the wonderful Irene Kral in Ms. Hubka's
splendid voice which is a joy to behold."
KCSM FM, San Mateo CA - "There are so few vocalists whose intonation is so wonderful, or whose timing and execution of a
song is so adept and hip."
ALL ABOUT JAZZ/NEW YORK - "...an inventive, gifted interpreter of a wide range of material.
JAZZTIMES- "Hubka's selections are refreshingly eclectic."
LA JAZZ SCENE Performance Review - Catalina's Jazz Club: "Just gorgeous...What can I say about a group of wildly talented
musicians except that they were good, extra, extra good...almost like listening to a master class."
Japan's SWING JOURNAL, JAPAN - "5 out of 5 Stars: Arguably the biggest discovery since Gambarini.", Nom. best vocal
albums on the 2008 Jazz Disc Award"
João da Penha, RADIO PROGRAM: "JAZZ & BOSSA NOVA"
"You are one of the indisputable divas of jazz & bossa nova vocal. Your subtle and appealing interpretation is simply superb!"
CADENCE - "Diane Hubka simply will not disappoint. She continues to sing beautifully...balancing on her lovely sustained tones
with the wiliness of a unicyclist."
THE VILLAGE VOICE - "Hubka shows how a sweet sound and a swinging style can work hand in glove, and has assembled as
eclectically entertaining a collection of non-standard material as one could wish for. "
Michael Bourne, host of "Singers Unlimited",WGBO FM; Newark, NJ - "I heartily agreed (and voted) when Haven't We Met? was
nominated for a 1999 Jazz Award for Best Recording Debut. Look No Further offers more of the same, and even better."
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